WORKFORCE SCHEDULER FOR HEALTHCARE
SMS QUICK FILL
FILL OPEN SHIFTS QUICKLY, EFFICIENTLY, AND FAIRLY
The Kronos® Workforce Scheduler™ mobile SMS Quick Fill™ feature is a one-click method of filling shifts that become available after schedules have been
created. Facilitating two-way mobile communication between staffing coordinators or managers and their employees, SMS Quick Fill is the ideal method
of finding the right staff members to pick up open shifts.
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WORKFORCE SCHEDULER FOR HEALTHCARE — SMS QUICK FILL
With SMS Quick Fill, you can define how shifts will be filled: on a first-come, first-served basis or with the most senior employee to respond within a
specified time frame. Both managers and employees are automatically notified of shift acceptance, providing a fast and fair method of assigning available
shifts. This can be especially important in healthcare’s highly unionized work environments. Workforce Scheduler provides complete audit logs that
document the impartiality of the process.

2:05: Lee calls in sick for
a shift that starts at 3.

2:10: His manager, Karen,
flags Lee as absent, which
creates an open shift.

2:11: Workforce Scheduler
generates the Call List —
a list of available and
qualified candidates.
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3:00: Rob begins the shift at
3:00; it’s business as usual.
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2:16: Karen receives a
message that Rob is able to
fill the shift; the schedule
automatically updates.

2:15: A qualified employee,
Rob, accepts the shift via his
mobile device.

2:12: Using SMS Quick Fill,
the system notifies candidates
by text message.
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